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ARL Rescues Plymouth Cat in Tree -- Twice
Cat Rescued from Tree and Wooded Area
On Wednesday, the Animal Rescue League of Boston’s (ARL) Rescue Services needed to rescue
a pesky indoor/outdoor cat twice in the same call.
Minerva had been approximately four stories high in an evergreen tree for about four days
behind a residence along Shallow Pond Lane in Plymouth and aside from her owners worrying,
she was scared, hungry, and needed to get back on solid ground.
ARL rescues approximately 200 cats out of trees annually, and each rescue presents unique
challenges. This rescue was no different.
With nets, rigging and other climbing gear ready to go, rescue agents ascended the tree to get the
nervous but friendly cat safely back to the ground. The climb was smooth, and Minerva came
willingly to be rescued. Smooth sailing – until Minerva got closer to the ground.
Not ready for her rescue to be over, Minerva wriggled out of the carrier bag she was in and
bolted into a wooded area at the front of the residence. The woods were dense, and the cat had
plenty of places to hide.
Minerva’s owner and rescue agents walked through the woods with food and shaking bags of
treats, but the cat would not show herself. Adding to the cat’s anxiety were the sounds of a
landscaping crew working nearby.

During a final pass through the woods, a rescue agent noticed a hole in the ground at the base of
a tree that was about the size of a bowling ball. Fixated on the hole, there was movement, and
two green eyes suddenly appeared. Minerva had gone from in a tree to underground!
Calling her name gently, Minerva emerged from her hiding place, took a few nibbles of food and
was again placed in a portable carrier. From there she was brought out of the woods to her
owner, who gratefully took her inside.
In 2017, ARL Rescue Services helped nearly 3,000 animals. As the only animal welfare agency
in Massachusetts with a dedicated technical rescue department, these services are only possible
thanks to your support.
STILL PHOTOS IN BELOW LINK:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/v60q9j1ped3iyl2/AADV74qs9XowUagJtFZMfVLWa?dl=0
ABOUT THE ANIMAL RESCUE LEAGUE OF BOSTON:
The Animal Rescue League of Boston (ARL) is an unwavering champion for animals in need, committed to
keeping them safe and healthy in habitats and homes. Founded in 1899, ARL provides high quality veterinary
care, adoption, and rescue services; while also confronting the root causes of animal cruelty and neglect through
innovative community programs, police investigations, and public advocacy. In 2017, ARL served more than 18,000
animals throughout Massachusetts. ARL is a non-profit 501(c)3 organization. We receive no government funding
and rely solely on the generosity of individuals to support programs and services that help animals in need.
For more information please visit us online at www.arlboston.org; and be sure to follow us on Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram.
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